Gary Beck
Visitation II
I remembered Aunt Florence
now dead,
who phoned me
on her rotary dial telephone
when she was 95 years old
and confided:
“I’m at the crossroads
of my life”.

Systems Descent
As the poor get poorer,
more desperate
crime becomes the only option
to those without resources
for continuation.
As the rich get richer
they quickly forget
dependence on others
while feasting on caviar,
drinking fine wines,
able to buy what they want
as long as the store stays open,
get anything repaired
as long as repairmen function.
When the system crumbles
because the people are unnourished
the rich assume they’ll sail away
on luxurious mega-yachts
and find welcome elsewhere
until they consume
the final refuge.

Pre-Collapse
As society decays
function diminishes,
the simplest chores,
now daunting tasks,
once whizzed through
by a competent nation
now clumsy, inept,
becoming a danger to itself
as the system ages,
caretakers incapable
of maintaining order.

Too Late the Warning
We walk the concrete of cities
no longer remembering
why we gathered together
in earlier times,
protection against nomads,
tired of wandering,
a stable food supply.
And we built walls
to keep out undesirables.
But we no longer have walls
and undesirables proliferate
polluting the landscape,
threatening the safety of the road,
streets clogged with the mentally ill
as we lack time, resources, caring
to heal the disturbed
.
And as tourists course the shopping lanes
they do not know the blind despair
that taints so many citizens
deprived of jobs, homes, hope,
expectations dwindling
except for the children of privilege,
for the wealthy have forgotten
the pledge of our forefathers
for equal opportunity,
So the offspring of the poor,
denied the tools
to build a better life,
despite talent and potential
to enrich a failing society
are callously discarded.
Too many turn to crime, drugs,
the only beckoning avenue
to obtain valued goods,
brand name sneakers, jackets,
earned illicitly,
the money not more tainted
than Wall Street bonuses,
though acquired differently.

And as most of us fade
from the once bright promise
alternatives evaporate
and the people know fear,
but do not know how to prevent
impending disaster.

Inevitable Decline
The decline of memory
starts with minor forgetting
virtually unnoticed
in the daily function,
then brief awareness
of sudden, blank moments,
a person, place, or thing
invisibly subtracted
from the store of data
requiring conscious effort
to retrieve the lost word.
Then understanding dawns
the gap grows wider
between thought and recollection
as the process hurries
until you remember nothing.
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